Abstract The purpose of this article is to present and agnosis of the faults of an industrial system based on the evaluate the performance of a new procedure for industrial utilization of mutual information and bayesian network. process diagnosis. This method is based on the use of a bayesian network as a classifier. But, as the classification performances are not very efficient in the space described variables of the system, and bayesian networks are used by all variables of the process, an identification of impor-for classification in the space of the key variables. The tant variables is made. This feature selection is made by article is structured in the following manner. In the seccomputing the mutual information between each process variable and the class variable. The performances of this ond section, we introduce bayesian network (BN) classifiers method are evaluated on the data of a benchmark problem: and some notions concerning the mutual information. In the Tennessee Eastman Process. Three kinds of faults are the third section, we present the new diagnosis procedure taken into account on this complex process. The objective is to obtain the minimal recognition error rate for these 3 that we are proposing, using bayesian network and mutual faults. Results are given and compared with results of other information, to diagnosis the fault of an industrial system. authors on the same data.
authors on the same data.
The fourth section presents an application of this procedure for the diagnosis of three types of fault on the benchmark I. INTRODUCTION problem Tennessee Eastman Process. Finally, in the last section, we conclude on the advantages and drawbacks of Nowadays, industrial processes are more and more com-this procedure, and we present outlooks of fault diagnosis plex and are very difficult to control. As a consequence, with bayesian network classifiers. many sensors are integrated in industrial processes to monitor them. So, we can obtain a large amount of data from the process. In this context, the process control is an essen-II. BAYESIAN CLASSIFIERS AND MUTUAL INFORMATION tial task. The final goal of the process control is to reduce variability, and so, to improve the quality of the product A. Classification task [1] . The process control comprises four procedures: fault detection (decide if the process is under normal condition or Once a problem (fault) has been detected in the evoluout-of-control); fault identification (identify the variables tion of the process by the mean of a detection method, we implicated in an observed out-of-control status); fault di-need to identify (diagnosis) the belonging class of this fault. agnosis (find the root cause of the disturbance); process Thereby, the diagnosis problem can be viewed as the task recovery (return the process to a normal status).
to correctly classify this fault in one of the predefined fault In literature, we can find a lot of different data-driven classes. The classification task needs the construction of a techniques for process control. For the fault detection Of classifier (a function allocating a class to some observations industrial processes many methods have been submitted: described by some variables of the system). Two types of univariate statistical process control (Shewhart charts) classification exist: unsupervised classification which ob- [2] , [3] , multivariate statistical process control (T2 and Q jective is to identify the number and the composition of charts) [4] , [5] , and some PCA (Principal Component Anal-each class present in the data structure; supervised clasysis) based techniques [6] like Multiway PCA or Moving sification where the number of classes and the belonging PCA [7] . An interesting article is [8] in which authors make class of each observation are known in a learning sample comparisons between these different techniques. For the and whose objective is to class new observations to one of fault identification procedure, one of the better statistical the existing classes.
techniques is the MYT decomnposition of the T2 statistic [9] , In the case of industrial system diagnosis, we can fre- [10] . Finally, for the fault diagnosis techniques we can cite quently have a database containing recorded observations the book of Chiang, Russell and Braatz [11] which presents of previous faults of the system. So, we can easily use sua lot of them (PCA based techniques, Fisher Discriminant pervised classification to classify a new faulty observation. Analysis, PLS based techniques, etc).
In this article, we decided to use one of these supervised In this article, we present a new procedure for the di-classification tools, precisely the bayesian network.
B. Bayesian network classifiers variables space. But, in a bayesian network, we can have A bayesian network (BN) [12] , [13] , [14] MLE we obtain the known classifier: diagonal quadratic non-empty space, Z is a collection of subspace of Q, and p M wi is a probability measure on Z with p(Q) = 1, discriminant function.
{D} is an ensemble of random variables associated to the nodes of G and defined on E such as:
A NBN seems to be a good classifier for fault diagnosis in industrial systems [18] . However, a NBN does not take n into account the correlations between descriptors which are p(Vi, V2,* Vn) = J7 P(Vi C(Vi)) (1) [18] made a comparative study of classification al-class for each predictor variable (TAN structures are equivgorithms used in artificial intelligence. The performance alent to kDB structures with k = 1). Finally, the semi naive of NBN were compared with other methods like hierar-Bayes structure (Semi structure) introduces joint nodes chic classification, k nearest neighborhood, C4.5, decision [23] , which are the cartesian product of a subset of origtree and so on [15] , [19] . Yang [20] demonstrated that the inal variables. Therefore, every component variable of the NBN (in the case that the independence assumption of the joint nodes are mutually statistically dependent.
descriptors is verified and that probabilities are estimated Of course the TAN classifier, and other extensions, are with enough precision) is an optimal classifier in term of better than the NBN classifier because they take into acmisclassification rate. This optimality is obtained when count some of the existing correlations between the process continuous variables are discretized in such a way that ev-variables, but there still remains an important problem to ery distribution can be sufficiently well approximated by solve. The performances (in term of correct classification discretization. Of course, the discretization of variables rate) of such a classifiers are not so good if non-informative is a loss of information because it is a reduction of the descriptors are present. Actually, if we want to diagnosis a system with many variables, only few of them are really important for classification, others (less importants) must Compute I for eachn ot be taken into account. In other words, we have to do descriptor a selection of the important variables for the classification task. In the case that X is a discrete variable with q modalities, I can be computed with equation 4. q r lower value of k, we will select more key variables, but with I(X; C) = E E P(x, c) log ( (x ')c) (4) 
III. NEW PROCEDURE FOR FAULT DIAGNOSIS
After that, we have to construct our classifier. We can construct a naive bayesian network (bayes classifier). But,
The main idea of the procedure we are proposed for as we already explained in the previous section, this clasfault diagnosis in industrial processes with bayesian net-sifier makes the assumption that all descriptors are statiswork classifier is described on figure 3 .
tically independent which is not the case in many complex
Like each data-driven technique, this procedure requires industrial processes. So, on the faults database, we cona database, and more particularly a database of faults. struct the structure of the TAN classifier by using only This database contains examples of each fault that we want key variables. After the construction of the TAN, the pato diagnosis. So, for each recorded fault, we have the type rameters of this classifier can be estimated, from the faults of the fault and the value of the different variables. At this database, with the MLE method. Only then after, we can time, mutual information between class node C (variable classify a new faulty observation. If engineers or operawhich codes the type of fault) and each descriptor Xi (vani-tors give the confirmation of the diagnosis of the system, able of the process) can be computed. So, we can sort the the faulty observation and his class are added to the faults variables in decreasing order of mutual information. This database.
is the step of variables selection. For this step, a threshold value T is used. This threshold value must be fixed at In the next section, an application of this procedure is k x maxc(I(Xi; C)) with 0 < k < 1. Based on past expe-made on a benchmark problem: the Tennessee Eastman riences, we can advice a value of k around 0.3. If we take Process (figure 4). For this reason, we will take the same data that in these Murphy [35] . For an objective comparison to other mnetharticles and we will compare our approach to others. ods, new faulty observations were not added to the faults Consequently, we have taken into account 3 types of database, like it was mentioned in the figure 3. The faults faults named: fault 4, 9 and 11 (see table I ). These three database is composed of the 3 training samples. types of fault are good representations of overlapping data Firstly, mutual information is computed for all variables.
The results of this computation are given in the figure 5.
Method
Misclassification rate By using a k value of 0.25, the threshold value T will be FDA 16% 0.27, and we can see on figure 5 that variables 9 (reactor temperature) and 51 (reactor cooling water valve position) PSVM 6.0%
are the important variables for discriminating the different types of fault. Chiang in [32] We can see on figure 7 that the different classification After that, we can construct the TAN classifier which will areas of the classifier are fitting well the data shape and be a NBN with an edge between variable 9 and variable 51, that the fault classes are normally distributed (ellipsoidal in order to take into account the correlation between these shapes). 
